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ABSTRACT 
By a nonnegative sign pattern we mean a matrix whose entries are from the set 
{ +, 0). A nonnegative sign pattern A is said to allow normality if there is a normal 
matrix B whose entries have signs indicated by A. In this paper the combinatorial 
structure of nonnegative normal matrices, in particular, (0,l) normal matrices, is 
investigated. Among other results, up to order 5, (0,l) normal matrices are classified 
up to permutation similarity. A number of general conditions for sign patterns to allow 
normality are obtained. Some interesting constructions of nonnegative normal matri- 
ces are provided. In particular, a number of bordering results are obtained. Some 
open problems are also indicated. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A matrix whose entries consist of elements from the set { + , O} is called a 
nonnegative sign pattern matrix. For a real nonnegative matrix B, by sgn B 
we mean the sign pattern matrix in which each positive (zero) entry is 
replaced by + (0). For each n X n nonnegative sign pattern matrix A, there 
is a natural class of real matrices whose entries have the signs indicated by A. 
This class is called the sign pattern class of A, and is defined by 
Q(A) ={BEM,(R)~s~B=A}. 
To avoid repetition, we often use “sign pattern” or just “pattern” to mean 
sign pattern matrix. 
The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the sign patterns of 
nonnegative normal matrices. Such matrices have recently been examined in 
[7] and in [8]. Since (0,l) normal matrices form an important class of 
nonnegative normal matrices (see [2] and [lo]) and since some properties of 
these matrices carry over to the sign patterns of nonnegative normal matrices, 
we devote Section 2 to a study of basic properties of (0, 1) normal matrices. 
We say a sign pattern matrix A allows normality if there is a normal 
matrix B E Q(A). In Section 3 we consider nonnegative patterns, and 
through order 3 we identify the nonnegative sign patterns that allow normal- 
ity. We also determine which matrices in a special class of 4 X 4 nonnegative 
patterns allow normality. Further, we provide some conditions for a pattern 
to allow normality. Among other results, we give some interesting construc- 
tions of patterns that allow normality, including a number of bordering 
results. 
2. (O,l> NORMAL MATRICES 
Trivially, any symmetric matrix is normal, so that we can concentrate on 
nonsymmetric normal matrices. It is easy to see that for n < 2 there is no 
nonsymmetric normal (0, 1) matrix of order n. 
Since a matrix is normal if and only if it is permutation similar to a direct 
sum of irreducible normal matrices (see for example [S]), we can thus focus 
our study on irreducible normal matrices. 
As usual, / denotes the all l’s matrix of the appropriate size. We say that 
the complement of a (0, 1) matrix B is J - B, and we denote the comple- 
ment of B by B”. 
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Let R = (ri, rs,. . . , r,> and S = (si, ss,. . . , s,) be the row-sum and 
column-sum vectors of an n X n normal (0,l) matrix B, where ri (si) 
denotes the ith row (column) sum of B. It is easily seen that R = S. 
Recently, Wang and Zhang characterized the vectors R that can arise as the 
row-sum vectors of (0,l) normal matrices; see [lo]. The following result can 
be easily proved using R = S. 
LEMMA 2.1. An n X n (0,l) matrix B is normul if and only if B” is 
normal. 
The proof of the next lemma is also clear. 
LEMMA 2.2. The set of n X n nonsymmetric normul (0, 1) matrices is 
closed under 
(i) permutation similarity, 
(ii) transportation, 
(iii) complementation. 
We say two (0, 1) matrices A, B are equivalent if B can be obtained from 
A via (finitely many) operations in Lemma 2.2. This yields an equivalence 
relation on the set of n X n nonsymmetric normal (0, 1) matrices. The 
following result gives bounds on the number of l’s in such matrices. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let B be an n X n nonsymmetric normal (0, 1) mu- 
trix. Then the number of l’s in B is between 3 and n2 - 3. Zf, further, B 
and B” are irreducible, then the number of l’s in B is between n and n2 - n. 
Proof. If the number of l’s in B is < 2, use R = S to show that B is 
symmetric. Similarly for the upper bound. If B and B” are irreducible, then 
each row of B contains both 1 and 0; hence, the number of l’s in B is 
between n and n2 - n. ??
Now we classify the n X n nonsymmetric normal (0, 1) matrices for 
n = 3,4,5. The matrices were generated with the assistance of two Matlab 
programs. The first program searches through all nonsymmetric (0,l) matri- 
ces of order n and extracts all the nonsymmetric normal (0,l) matrices. The 
second program then classifies the set up to equivalence. 
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PROFQSITION 2.4. For n = 3, there is only one equivalence class of 
nonsymmetric norm& (0,l) matrices, represented by 
There are far of these matrices altogether, each of which is also irreducible. 
We note that if B is a reducible normal (0, 1) matrix, then B” is 
irreducible. Hence, an equivalence class can contain both reducible and 
irreducible matrices. We call an equivalence class an irreducible equivalence 
class if all matrices in it are irreducible. In general, it may be of interest to 
study (0, 1) matrices B such that B and B” are both irreducible. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. There are 100 4 X 4 nonsymmetric normal (0, 1) 
matrices, with seven equivalence classes. The three irreducible equivalence 
classes are represented by 
The first of the above three matrices is an irreducible permutation matrix. 
The second is a circulant matrix, and it can also be regarded as a sum of two 
permutation matrices. In [3], the authors characterized when the sum of two 
permutation matrices P and Q is normal. In particular, if PQ = QP or 
P2 = Q”, then P + Q is normal. The third can be constructed using Proposi- 
tion 2.9. 
PROFQSITION 2.6. There are 3344 5 X 5 nonsymmetric normal (0, 1) 
matrices, with 42 equivalence classes. The 12 irreducible equivalence classes 
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have the following representatives: 
0 0 
0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 0 I 
(1 0 1 0 0’ 
1 1 0 0 1 
0 1 1 1 0 
0 1 0 0 0 
\o 0 1 0 l/ 
(1 0 1 0 0’ 
1 1 0 1 0 
0 0 1 1 1 
0 1 1 1 0 
,o 1 0 0 1, 
(1 10 1 0 
1 1 1 0 0 
1 0 1 1 1 
0 1 1 1 1 
\o 0 1 1 0 
1 1 0 0 1’ 
1 1 1 1 0 
0 110 1, 
1 0 1 0 0 
,o 1 0 1 0) 
(1 1 1 0 0’ 
1 1 1 0 1 
11110, 
0 1 0 0 0 
,o 0 1 0 0, 
‘1 1 0 1 0’ 
1 1 1 0 1 
10 110, 
0 1 0 1 1 
\o 1 1 0 o/ 
‘1 1 0 1 0’ 
1 1 1 0 0 
10 0 0 1, 
0 1 0 0 1 
\o 0 1 1 11 
1 0 1 0 0’ 
1 1 0 1 0 
00111, 
0 1 1 0 0 
\o 1 0 0 1) 
(1 1 1 0 01 
1 1 1 0 1 
11110, 
0 1 0 1 1 
\o 0 1 1 1, 
I1 0 0 1 1’ 
1 1 0 0 1 
11100. 
0 1 1 1 0 
\o 0 1 1 1) 
We note that three of the above are circulant matrices, and some of the 
others can be obtained using the constructions described later. For example, 
the third and the tenth matrices can each be obtained using a 4 X 4 normal 
matrix following from Proposition 2.9, along with Lemma 3.4; the ninth 
matrix is the complement of a matrix given by Proposition 2.7. 
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As verified by a slight modification of the second computer program 
mentioned above, through rr = 5, every normal (0, 1) matrix is permutation 
similar to its transpose. It is not known whether every 6 X 6 normal (0,l) 
matrix is permutation similar to its transpose. However, it is known in general 
that not every normal (0, 1) matrix is permutation similar to its transpose. In 
[4, p. 2461, there is a 15 X 15 normal (0,l) matrix, which arises as the 
incidence matrix of a symmetric block design (see [5, p. 2391). This matrix is 
not permutation similar to its transpose, as can be verified by a program in 
Magma. The cardinality of certain normal (0,l) matrix classes was recently 
studied by Wang and Zhang [lo]. 
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We next give a few interesting constructions of some normal matrices. 
The first of the constructions is motivated by the fact that 
is normal for any real matrix A. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let A be a real matrix. Then for any permutation 
matrix K such that KATAKT = ATA, or equivalently ATAK = KATA, the 
matrix 
is normal. 
In particular, if A is an n X m real matrix which has orthogonal columns 
of the same length, then for any permutation matrix K of order m, then 
is normal. More generally, two different columns of A could 
have constant inner product. Further, let A be a (0, 1) matrix with constant 
column sum k, and where any two different columns of A have constant 
Then, since ]A = k] = JTA, it is easily verified that the matrix 
is also normal. The eighth matrix in Proposition 2.6 can be 
obtained this way. 
EXAMPLE 2.8. Let 
A=[; I) and K=(; ;). 
Then 
KATAKT=ATA= f ; , 
( 1 
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so that 
I 0 0 0 0 1 
i AT A 0 1 = 0 0 0 1 0 11 0 1 0 0 
\o 1 1 0 0 
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is normal, and it can be seen to be permutation similar to the complement of 
the ninth matrix in Proposition 2.6. 
Let N = {l,. . . , n), let CY G N, and let (Y’ denote the complement of Q 
in N. A permutation u on N corresponds to an n X n permutation matrix 
P = (p,) where pij = 1 iff a(i) =j. We further let J[ p, yl denote the 
nXnmatrixwherethe(i,j)entryof][p,r]isIwheniEp,jEy,andis 
0 elsewhere. Certain normal matrices can then be constructed in the follow- 
ing way. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let (T be a permutation on N, where n is even and 
a(a) = (Y’, and let P be the corresponding permutaiton matrix. Then P + 
][ (Y, a] is an n x n irreducible normal matrix. 
Proof. Since o(o) = (Y’, equivalently u((Y’) = (Y or CT-l(o) = cx’, and 
PT is the permutation matrix corresponding to u-l, we have 
P][fx, Cr] =][a’, Cx] = PTJ[(Y, a] 
as well as 
][a, cy]P =][a, Q’] =][a, (U]PT. 
It then easily follows that P + I[ (Y, a-] is normal. Because of the l’s in 
][a, a] and u(o) = (Y’, it is clear that P + ~[a, a] is irreducible. ??
We also point out that it can be shown that P + J[ CY, (~1 is permutation 
similar to its transpose. In a manner similar to the proof of Proposition 2.9, it 
can be verified that under the conditions of Proposition 2.9, P + J[ (Y, a] + 
J[ cd, a’] is normal. Further, if v( (Y) denotes the (0,l) column vector with l’s 
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at the positions indicated by CY, we have Pu((Y) = PTu(o). Then it is clear 
that 
is normal. The last construction has a few obvious generalizations (see 
Lemma 3.4). 
EXAMPLE 2.10. Let N = (1,2,3,4}, (Y = { 1,2}, and u = (14 2 3). Then 
the permutation matrix corresponding to CT is 
0 0 0 1’ 
p= i 0 0 10 
10 0 0’ 
0 1 0 0) 
and 
i 
1 1 0 
P +J[q cl] 1 1 1 = 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
is normal. Note that 
PT(P +][a, (Y])P = P +][d, cd] = 
which is the third matrix listed in Proposition 2.5. 
The following result shows how to construct a normal (0, 1) matrix in 
terms of a normal (1, - 1) matrix whose row-sum vector is the same as its 
column-sum vector. The proof is straightforward and is omitted. 
PROPOSITION 2.11. Let H be a (1, - 1) matrix whose row-sum vector is 
the same as its column-sum uector. Then i( H + J) is a (0,l) rwrd matrix 
iff H is norm& 
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In particular, if Z-Z is a normalized Hadamard matrix, namely, a (1, - 1) 
matrix of order n with the first row and first column positive such that 
HHT = nZ, then $(H + J) is a normal (0,l) matrix. For example, the 
15 X 15 matrix mentioned in the remarks after Proposition 2.6 is obtained 
from a 16 X 16 normalized Hadamard matrix H by forming i( H + J) and 
then deleting the first row and column. 
3. NONNEGATIVE SIGN PATTERNS THAT ALLOW NORMALITY 
We now turn our attention to sign patterns. Marices to be considered in 
this section are not ncessarily (0,l) matrices; Let N be the set of nonnegative 
patterns that allow normality. Trivially, any symmetric pattern allows normal- 
ity. As in Section 2, here it suffices to consider nonsymmetric and irreducible 
patterns. 
The following proposition is easy to establish. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The set of n X n norwymmetric irreducible patterns in 
J is closed under 
(i) permutation similarity, and 
(ii) transposition. 
We remark that the set JV is closed under these operations, as well as 
under direct sum and tensor product. Further, if A ~1, then p( A, AT) EJ 
for any polynomial p(x, y) with + coefficients. 
It is easily verified (see [7]) that 
0 ln,xn* 
0 ln2xn3 
0 *. EJY, 
* * : lnd_lXnd 
1 ndxnl 0 
where ]n,xn, denotes the n, X nj all + pattern. These are the patterns of the 
nonnegative irreducible components of the normal matrices considered in the 
main theorem in [7]. 
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More generally, we have 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let X,, . . . , X, be the real matrices with m 
such that XiTXi = I,,,, 1 < i < d. Then 
( 0 X,X,T 
0 X2 X3’ 
B= 0 *. 
X&1X: 
,X,X,T 0 
is normal 
Proof. 
BBT = BTB = x2 x2’ 
ZHANG 
columns 
??
In particular, when each matrix Xi is nonnegative in Proposition 3.2, then 
sgn B EJY. When each Xi is a positive matrix, sgn B is an irreducible pattern 
in .4? 
If A EJY then AAT = ATA, but not conversely. For instance, if 
then 
AA~=(: ::)=,A,, 
but clearly A @J’C In fact, for n < 2, there is no nonsymmetric pattern of 
order n that is in 4 However, every 1 X 1 or 2 X 2 nonnegative irreducible 
pattern is in Jlr(these patterns are all symmetric). 
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We first classify, up to permutation similarity and transposition, all the 
3 X 3 irreducible, nonnegative, nonsymmetric patterns A such that AAT = 
ATA. There are eight equivalence classes, which we then investigate. Using 
laborious constructions and proof by contradiction, we find the following 
result. 
THEOREM 3.3. A 3 X 3 irreducible, nonnegative, nonsymmetric pattern 
A is in 1 if and only if AAT = ATA and A is not permutation similar to 
[; Yj ;). 
Proof. We consider the eight representatives separately. 
0 + 
0 0 is a permutation pattern and so is in .,Y(see Proposi- 
+ 0 
f IjEJ( since (i i i) isnormal. 
i i)EJ(since[% i i)isnormal. 
i i]&J(since ii p !i) isnormal. 
be normal, where the variables are positive. By comparing the (1,2) entries of 
CCT and CTC, we see that b = a + de and hence a < b. But from 1 + a2 
= 1 + b2 + d2, we get a > b, a contradiction. 
(6) [i f i)=[ i f !] +(g 8 i] andhenceis 
in .K 
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(7) [: i ~)EJ(si*ce(~ y i) isnormal. 
NOTE. If not classified up to perumutation similarity and transposition, 
there are 46 3 X 3 nonnegative, irreducible, nonsymmetric patterns A where 
AAT = ATA. 
For n = 4, up to perumtation similarity and transposition, there are 214 
(without classification, the total number is 6788) nonnegative, nonsymmetric, 
irreducible sign patterns A such that AAT = ATA. To determine exactly 
which of these allow normality is very difficult. In the final analysis, to find if 
such a pattern with m nonzero entries allows normality, we need to regard 
the entries as free variables and determine if the system of quadratic 
equations obtained by equating the corresponding upper triangular entries of 
AAT and ATA has a positive solution. In principle, Collin’s algorithm (in real 
algebraic geometry) can solve this existence problem, and the algorithm runs 
in time polynomial in 902”, that is, doubly exponential in the number of 
variables; see [9]. It is clear that even the fastest implementation of this 
algorithm can only handle the case when m < 6. Hence this algorithm is not 
very practical for detemining whether a sign pattern A EN, and we had to 
devise other means to solve this problem, such as finding some parametric 
solutions (by Maple or Mathematics, say) involving free variables and then 
trying to find a positive solution. 
To illustrate the complexity of patterns in Jv and because of consideration 
of extending from 3 X 3 matrices, we consider nonsymmetric 4 X 4 patterns 
of the form 
‘0 Xl x2 +’ 
x3 0 x4 + 
x5 x6 0 + 
\+ + + +, 
where xi = + or 0, 1 < i < 6. Up to permutation similarity and transporta- 
tion, we determined (with the help of Matlab and Maple) all such patterns in 
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J, where with each pattern we display a normal matrix in its sign pattern 
(1) ; I 0 
(2) i 
0 
8 
+ 
(3) 1 0 ; 
+ 
! 0 
(4) O 
+ 
+ 
0 
0 
+ 
+ 
+ 
0 
0 
+ 
+ 
0 
0 
+ 
+ 
0 
0 
+ 
+ + 
0 + 
0 +’ 
0 + 1 + + 
0 + 
0 +’ 
+ + I + + + + 
0 +’ 
+ + I + + + + 
0 +’ 
+ + 1 
0 0 1 l\ 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
1 1 1 
0 4& 
0 0 
0 0 
9fi 7 
1 
1 ; I 
1I 
4\/;z 
0 
0 
7 
0 40 24 18 
0 0 40 30 
0 0 0 50 
50 30 18 51 
0 1 6 
76 
9 
9 
28 
0 0 1 ; 
1 0 0 3 
3 6 2 3(6 - 1) 
Note that the complement of the (0, 1) matrix in (1) above is not 
irreducible and hence the matrix is not equivalent to any matrix listed in 
Proposition 2.5. 
We will next establish some general bordering results, which yield normal 
matrices not previously given in the paper. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let A be symmetric. Then 
is normal if and only if B is normal and (B - BT)C = 0. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let A EJV be irreducible. Then 
( I A I1 EJY Ii! 13 ’ 
where J1, Jz, and J3 are all + patterns of appropriate sizes. 
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Proof. It suffices to consider the case where ]s is the 1 X 1 pattern 
(+>.LetBEQ(A)b e normal, p be the Perron root of 23, and u > 0 be the 
Perron vector. Since B is normal, we also have BTu = pv. So (B - BT)u = 0, 
and hence, by Lemma 3.4, 
is normal. ??
COROLLARY 3.6. If n > 3 and the n X n nonnegative pattern A has only 
one zero entry, then A- EN. 
Proof. We know that 
and by Theorem 3.3, 
The result follws from Theorem 3.5 and permutation similarity. ??
We now generalize Theorem 3.5. To do this we use the Frobenius normal 
form of a matrix; see [l]. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let 
/ 
4, 0 
A= o 
42 
EM 
\ A j mm 
be in Frobenius nom1 form. Then 
A v1 v2 a-- vk 
4 
Al 
4 
\ 
EJf-, 
1 
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where A, is any k X k nonnegative symmetric pattern, each 
‘li 
vi= : 
I.1 ‘rni 
is partitioned cornformally with A, and each component vector vji is all + or 
0. 
Proof. Let B E Q( A) b e normal. Scaling the nonzero irreducible com- 
ponents if necessary, we may assume the nonzero irreducible components Bjj 
of B all have the same Perron root p. 
For each i, 1 < i < k, let 
Ul 
ui= : 
I.1 
E Qbi) 
umi 
be a vector such that each 
Bjj. Also, let B, E Q(A,) b 
uji is either a zero vector or the Perron vector of 
e a symmetric matrix. Then (B - BT)ui = pu, - 
pui = 0, and hence by Lemma 3.4, 
B 
4 
\“:: 
. . . 
Bl 
uk 
\ 
E Q(i) 
/ 
is normal. ??
We now present an important bordering result, where we “stretch” the 
last block row and column. The following lemma can be proved by direct 
block multiplication. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let B and X be square matrices, and let m be any positive 
integer. If the real matrix 
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is normal, then the matrix 
‘v -I_, L 6 m m 
Iv L L 6 m m 
I: : : 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
Of block size (m + 1) X (m + 1) is norm& 
AS a consequence we have the following. 
THEOREM 3.9. Zf 
where A, is square, then the square pattern 
(A, A, --- A,’ 
A, A, ..a A, 
. . . . E.N. . . 
A, A, **** A, 
EXAMPLE 3.10. The n X n sign pattern matrix 
I+ + + *-- +\ 
+ + 0 *** 0 
. . . . . EM-. . . . . . . . . 
\+ + 0 *** 0, 
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To see this, note that 
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+ + + 
i i 
+ + 0 WV-, 
+ + 0 
since 
is a normal matrix in the equivalence class of the matrix in (4) in theorem 3.3. 
The result then follows from Theorem 3.9. 
For any square real matrix B, it is easily verified that 
is normal. It follows that for any nonnegative n X n pattern A, 
Hence, any n X n nonnegative pattern is a principal submatrix of some 
2n X 2n pattern in Jy. We now consider some general conditions for 
bordering a square real matrix into a normal matrix. 
The following lemma can be proved by direct verification. 
LEMMA 3.11. Let B and X be square matrices. Then the real matrix 
i.s norm51 if and only if 
(i) BBT - BTB = WT - UUT, 
(ii) BV - BTU = VX - UXT, and 
(iii) XXT - XTX = UTU - VTV. 
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THEOREM 3.12. If an n x n pattern A EN, then for any k X k princi- 
pal submatrix A, of A, we have 
min 
BEQ(A~) 
{rank( BBT - BrB)} < 2min{n - k, k}. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume A, is the leading 
k X k principal submatrix of A. 
Suppose 
is normal, where B E Q( A,). Then by Lemma 3.11(i), we have 
rank( BBT - BTB) = rank( W T - UUT) 
< rank( WT) + rank( UUT) 
< 2min{n - k, k}. 
The result then follows easily. 
EXAMPLE 3.13. 
A= 
I 
\ 
oo+ 0 
000 + A 
000 0 u 
000 0 
AT V ii 
for any 4 x 1 patterns i and 6. 
E Q< A) is normal, then 
I+ 0 0 0 
sgn(BBT-BTB)= ; ; ’ ; ; - 
\o 0 0 - 1 
thus, rank(BBT - BTB) = 4, contradicting Theorem 3.12. 
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If &,6, & > 0, then the sign pattern matrix A in Example 3.13 is 
primitive and satisfies AAr = ATA, and yet A EN. 
If an n X n pattern A satisfies 
min {rank( BBT - BTB)} = 71, 
BEQ(A) 
then in order that 
( 1 A lJ E/Y VTX ’ 
U must have at least [n/21 columns, by Theorem 3.12. Loosely speaking, the 
blocks U, VT, and X will adjust to allow normality. It seems reasonable that 
if we have more positive entries in U, VT, and X, then there is even more 
chance for normality. Thus we make the following conjecture, the truth of 
which for n = 2 follows from Theorem’3.3. 
CONJECTURE. Let A be an n X n nonnegative pattern. Then 
where Jr and Jz are positive patterns, and Ji has [n/21 columns. 
The problem of characterizing the patterns in Jy is still open. Theorem 
3.7 and Theorem 3.9 each give patterns with a particular structure that are in 
JK In attempting to determine other subclasses of patterns in N, it seems 
natural to consider patterns with a prescribed structure. For example, one 
may ask whether 
’ + + + *** + 
+ + + **a + 
0 + + *. : . . 
. . + 
(j ..: 0’ +’ + 
\ 
E./K 
In addition to some questions already mentioned, there are a number of 
other interesting open problems. One such problem is the following. If A is 
any pattern in N, is there an integer matrix B E Q< A) that is normal? The 
proof of Theorem 3.3 provides an affirmative answer for n = 3. 
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